My Choice Book Report
Book: ________________________
Author: ______________________
MUST: Write a “Book Blurb” on the book you chose for the project.
Blurb should include genre and an exciting summary that entices
readers to check out the book. Use real book blurbs as models. Your
blurb will be submitted on Edmodo the second week back to school
once you are assigned your class code.

Assignment: Choose 1 of the projects below. You will be graded with the rubric on
the back.

1. Word Collage
Write the title of the book and author in the center of a sheet of paper. Then, look through magazines
for words, phrases, and images that illustrate or tell something about your book and/or characters.
The entire sheet of paper should be covered. You need to write why you chose what you did for at
least ten (10) of the images. Give EMBEDED TEXTUAL EVIDENCE (CORRECTLY CITED) to
support all choices.

2. Soundtrack*
For three of the main characters, select three songs and/or artists for each character that he or she would
listen to. Write an explanation of why you chose what you did. Give EMBEDED TEXTUAL EVIDENCE
(CORRECTLY CITED) to support your choices. You will need to cite songs/artists as well to explain
connections. 3 X 3 = 6

3. Storyboard
Choose eight significant events in the book and draw the scene. Explain why you chose what you did
and how it is an important plot element of the book. Give EMBEDED TEXTUAL EVIDENCE
(CORRECTLY CITED) to support each of your choices.

4. Gifts*
For three of the main characters, figure out three unique things you believe each would most want or
need. These gifts must be literal. For example, don’t give “bravery”; rather find an item that would
instill bravery in someone. Draw or find pictures of these “gifts.” Write a CARD (use real cards as
models) to this character telling them why you have given them these gifts. Give EMBEDED
TEXTUAL EVIDENCE (CORRECTLY CITED) to support each choice. 3 X 3 = 6

*If your book doesn’t have three main characters, choose a different project!

Name: _________________________
Date: __________________________

Rubric for My Choice Book Report

1. Student submits a Book Blurb on
Edmodo.

0

1

2

3

4

5

2. Student creates a complete project that
shows creativity, attention to detail,
time and effort. FINAL DRAFT QUALITY,
including typing.

0

1

2

3

4

5

3. Student explains with sufficient and
appropriate reasons as to why
s/he includes what s/he does
(CM/commentary)

0
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4

5

4. Student includes TEXTUAL EVIDENCE
that sufficiently and appropriately
supports the ideas in the project.

0
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4

5

5. Student in-text CITATIONS are correctly
embedded and formatted. *Use class
notes. You will continue this skill throughout
your academic careers.
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5

5. Student uses correct standard English.

0
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4

5

Total Points Earned: __________
Out of:
30

